Victory!

THE word carries a thrill. It touches our fondest hopes, our deepest purpose, our pride in doing our part. It spells freedom, prosperity, a clean and decent world to live in.

Liberty Bonds equip armies, build fleets. But they do something far greater—they buy Victory. They yield four and one quarter per cent!—Yes—and Victory!

Buy Bonds to Your Utmost!

SECURITIES SUGGESTIONS

* * *

* * *

STANDARD DRIVES HEAVY

SPECIALITIES AND PREFERENCE SHARES DISPLAY STRENGTH AND AN EXPANDED TONGUE.

STEEL OUTPUT FOR WAR IS SPEEDED UP

Some Plants Turn Out Greater Amount Than Was Thought Possible.

ANSWER PERSHING'S CALL

Delivery Time for Hogs Teenagers Cut in Half, Says Vice President.

The steel trades are being put in order by its answer to the tremendous demand for supplies and it shows in the upward surge of the American and other steel stocks in the trading of the past few days. Production that way is increasing rapidly, but the slow and not sufficient supply of vital raw materials kept steel gains from following the similar advance in the biggest and most important industry.